Stellar AiM
IHT Service

Fund at a glance
Scheme Categorisation

Investment Sector

Target Diversification

40

Discretionary Managed Portfolio Service (MPS)

Scheme Strategy

Holdings

Generalist growth and BR qualification

Nominee & Custody Arrangements

Target Return
N/A

Generalist
Alternative Investment Market

Custodian: Pershing Securities Ltd
Receiving Agent: Woodside Corporate Service Ltd
Nominee: Pershing Nominees Limited

Investment Objective
The Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax (IHT) Service is a simple estate planning solution.
Capital is typically invested in a diversified portfolio of 40 companies which are
quoted on the Alternative Investment Market (AiM). After two years the value
of the portfolio qualifies for full relief from inheritance tax.
Stellar AiM IHT Service is available both direct and across a variety of Wrap
Platforms, such as Standard Life and Transact.

There are several other ways in which the service seeks to mitigate risk. Firstly,
it provides a basket of largely equally weighted stocks, never exceeding 5% and
hence reduces risk through overexposure to any one stock. Secondly, Stellar
AiM IHT Service provides a good spread of up to 40 stocks with good
diversification, again mitigating concentration risk.
A typical portfolio company will likely have the following characteristics:

The portfolio targets growth above the AiM Index and has a 12-year track
record. Stellar have their own in-house AiM investment team and have
produced strong performance since the inception of the service.

– Strong balance sheet;

The underlying investment mandate is around diversification and consistent
returns whilst mitigating risk. The portfolio tends to focus on the larger end of
the market and, as such, behaves much differently than other AIM portfolios in
the market.

– Quality of shareholder base

– Fair market valuation – i.e., not necessarily looking for undervalued stock

– Easy-to-grasp, uncomplicated business model with relatively non-cyclical
demand; and
– Significant capital commitment from the management team

Exit Strategy

Need to know more?
Get in touch:

This is an evergreen service.

Fees
Fee type

Fees charged to Investor
(including VAT)

Fees charged to Investee
Companies (including VAT)

Initial fee

1%

n/a

Dealing fee

1%

n/a

Annual fee

1% +VAT

n/a

n/a

n/a

0.25% +VAT Annual Admin Fee

n/a

Performance fee
Other fee information
Kuber Special Arrangements
N/A

+44 (0) 20 7952 6685
info@kuberventures.com
www.kuberventures.com
Fund Manager
Stellar Asset Management Ltd was established
in 2007 by former Directors of Close Brothers
Investment Limited. Stellar focuses predominantly
on BR qualifying investments, and today has
approximately £330 million under management,
spread across both AIM quoted companies and
private businesses operating across a variety
of asset-backed sectors. The Manager typically
partners with third-party specialist/advisers to
assist with the management of underlying assets
and investments. Having been in operation for
almost 13 years now, Stellar has a growing track of
operation, and continues to grow organically in
line with its AUM.

Important Notice
Please read the following information carefully as a professional adviser. The information contained in this document is for discussion purposes only for professional advisers and
their clients, it is not for Retail Clients. EIS Portfolios are not suitable for all investors as the underlying investments are often illiquid and therefore high risk. Advice should always be
sought from a professional adviser prior to investing. By proceeding through this document and accompanying Platform Guide you are agreeing to the terms and conditions. For
purposes of compliance with the UK Financial Services and Markets ACT 2000 (FSMA), this material is communicated by Kuber Ventures; and the contents of this financial promotion
have been approved for the purposes of section 21 of the FSMA Tax Efficient Procurement Services Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
and it has its trading office at Linstead House, 9 Disraeli Road, London SW15 2DR. Kuber Ventures Limited advisors are all regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and can be
found on www.fca.gov.uk/fcaregister Kuber Ventures Limited FRN 574987 is an Appointed Representative of Tax Efficient Procurement Services Ltd which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Kuber Ventures Limited, 7 Bell Yard, London, WC2A 2JR. Registered number: 8693809, VAT: 175 9290 69.
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